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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

echoecho – the fastest way to find your friends 

Los Angeles, California – August 18th 2010 

One of the most common text messages or phone calls worldwide  is “Where are you?” 

There are many ways to ask and answer that question. We like to think echoecho does it best. 

Echoecho Mobile announces the version 1.7 release of echoecho - the only free, permission-based, location 

sharing app available worldwide on iPhone, Android, Nokia Symbian, BlackBerry, and Windows Mobile.  

Whether you are travelling, meeting friends around town or simply trying to 

count the miles to a loved one – echoecho helps you find your friends, family 

and colleagues – without the need for a text or call.  Send an echo to a friend 

and you can see their location and their distance from you on a map. 

”Since we started our public beta in late January, over 500,000 echoes have 

been sent”, states Nick Bicanic, CEO of Echoecho Mobile, “Everybody seems 

to fall in love with the simplicity and speed. And they continue to like our 

emphasis on privacy,” he explains. “echoecho does one thing...and does it 

well – you can share your location with one click.” 

echoecho is one-to-one momentary location sharing – so there are never 

any privacy settings to worry about – if you choose to share your location 

when you are asked - you do so only at that very moment and only with the 

person who is asking. 

A key new feature for version 1.7 is autoReply – we listened to what our 

users wanted and developed a method of hands-free location sharing that is 

unique within the industry. You can now answer the question “Where are 

you?” without taking your phone out of your pocket.  

 

“The coolest thing about echoecho is that I can find out where my friends are NOW as opposed to where they 

were when they last checked in,” says Arben Kryeziu – CEO of technology startup Bump Networks, “The new 

autoReply feature is easy to turn on and off – but makes it even easier to stay in touch with my wife.” 

About Echoecho mobile ltd. 

Echoecho mobile ltd. is a privately-held mobile solutions developer with offices in Vancouver and Los Angeles. 

echoecho solves a real, immediate and recurring problem for consumers by allowing them to ask and answer 

the question "Where are you?" in a fast, simple and secure way. By offering an open API to third parties, the 

Company also solves this problem for application developers, web developers and business users.  With 

echoecho there are no profiles to fill out and no social networks to join. Just browse to m.echoecho.me, install 

the application and you can immediately begin finding anyone in your address book – just send them an echo. 


